For this project you'll need:

- Bolt cutters
- Tin snips
- Heavy leather gloves
- Plastic flowers, balloons, welcome signs, confetti

AND:

- Flashlight
- OR, better yet, a headlamp... or moonlight!

OPTIONAL:

- Bling!

1. Pick a place you wish you could go, maybe: a parcel of land surrounded by barbed wire and overrun with cattle or mining. If it's in the city, maybe some high-rise condos or tech campus blighting your neighborhood... be extra careful with military land - they'll shoot you!

2. Carefully cut the fence. Make sure no one sees you!

FYI: Don't tweet about it!

3. CAUTIOUSLY bend the broken fence into a more welcoming shape.

4. Joyously decorate this new point of access with some bangles and beacons and a big fuck-you to private property.

5. Sneak away!

Next time: remodel a window using only a brick! #mkthingshappen